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At every nook and corner we encounter landmarks that include geometric structures. Such 
images are interesting for some of our students, because they esteem the associated product, 
or just find the logo beautiful from an aesthetic point of view. We restrict ourselves here to 
examples of trademarks of car brands, wherein other examples could be certainly found in the 
context of balanced support for boys and girls (module 7). 
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The following could be thought to allow more freedom for self-initiative in teaching of math-
ematics. 

 > The students are asked to formulate and write down questions resulting from a well-
defined figure. In doing this, they create a questionnaire that could be interesting 
for them.

 > The students decide along with the teacher which questions could be adopted as 
tasks or suggestions in the mathematics class. If this joint decision is not feasible, 
subjects that cover such “questions” need to be considered. Formulation and solu-
tion of such tasks facilitate both recognition and revision of prior knowledge of a 
topic as well as introduction and inculcation of new terms.

 > The figure and certain tasks are varied and the second point becomes open for dis-
cussion once again.

When this approach is followed frequently, students adapt themselves to strategies that prove 
to be beneficial in the processing of other topics (even beyond the subject of mathematics).
Thus, this paper targets at the following modules: 

 > Further development of culture of problem posing in mathematical and scientific 
teaching (1)

 > Cumulative learning (5)
 > Interdisciplinary and subject-related working (6)
 > Strengthen responsibility for self-initiated learning (9)

Revision of each one of the topics leads to a learning environments to be illustrated here 
through examples.

BMW

Let us pick one of the logos presented above:

A possible questionnaire with comments:

1. What is the shape of this logo?
2. How is this logo drawn?
3. Which symmetry properties can be applied?
4. What is the surface area and perimeter of 

certain partial areas?

We consider the proportion of the total area represented by partial areas 
(fraction and percentage calculation).

5. Is this logo “beautiful”? Explain your answer!
6. What materials constitute such a logo?
7. What is the original idea behind this logo?
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How was this logo designed?

The students learn to express themselves clearly. They recognise that the introduction and use 
of technical terms is an important tool for understanding and quick clarification of a topic:
“Circumference, circular disk, circular ring, concentric circles [as they are also seen in cer-
tain sections of planar magnetic fields]”

“Segment, radius, diameter”
“Right angle, flat angle, reflex angle, round angle”
“Circle sector, arc of a circle, congruence”

1.  What determinants of the logo must be specified, so as to get congruent drawings from 
all students?

2. Give as few determinants as possible, so as to facilitate unique drawing.

Which symmetry properties can be applied?

1.  Search all axes of symmetry of the figure using a pocket mirror and draw them.

2.  Check whether the figure possesses rotational symmetry:
a. with the help of two congruent figures, which are drawn on a transparency and held 

together by a snap fastener at the centre.
b. on the screen with a geometry program.

Surface area and perimeter of certain partial areas
Fraction and percentage calculations

1. Calculate the proportion of the total area represented by a sector as a fraction (in per-
cent). How do the results change when
a. both radii are doubled, tripled, etc.?
b. or with the same outer radius R, the inner radius r is bisected, trisected, etc.?

2. What proportion of the total area is coloured blue (black, not white)?

3.  Calculate the radius r at constant outer diameter, so that the surface area of a white
a.   49 ____ 

480
   

or
b.   1 __ 

4
   (25%)

sector corresponds to the surface area of the ring.
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4. For the production of a logo, 2 g white, 2 g blue and 12 g black paint are needed.
a. How many car logos can be produced if a 1 kg bucket of each paint is available? 

How much paint will be left? How much white paint is used and blue paint left?
b. How many logos could be produced with additional black paint and the remainders 

of white and blue paints? How many additional kg of black paint will be needed?
c. What is the maximum number of logos that can be made with 19 kg paint?
d. A wholesaler offers the three types of paint, each in a 2.5 kg bucket: Black for € 30, 

white for 50 € and blue for 60 €.
 i.   Paint is to be bought exactly for 900 €, so that the maximum number of log-

os can be made. How many kg paint can be bought? How many logos can be 
produced with it?

 ii.   Besides white and blue paints, as much black paint as possible is to be 
purchased for exactly 900 €. How many kg paint can be bought now?

VARIANTS

1. The sectors will be coloured differently.
The central angle of the sectors will be changed.

The students should now select appropriate questions from the original questionnaire, 
e.g. numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
On the one hand, you can practice what you have learned from these modified figures, 
while on the other, this leads, among other things, to the problem of calculation of 
sector areas with variable central angles at a constant radius.
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2. Arcs become vertices, and vice versa.
This allows the students to use their imagination.

Here are some examples:

The two logos at the top left have adopted the double edge of the original logo, which is not 
the case in the other examples. The logo at the bottom right opens up a comparison of the 
areas of the coloured concave and convex portions.

 > Even in this case the students can be asked which of these variants they perceive as 
“beautiful”, perhaps even more beautiful than the original.
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Symmetry 
properties

The applicability of the above-listed questionnaire is broadened considerably only through 
these examples, e.g. on the topic

The shape of this logo

 > Square, isosceles (isosceles right-angled, equilateral) triangular, trapezoidal
 > Circle segment
 > Inscribed circle, circumscribed circle

The topics correlated with this logo not only include repetition of subject areas dealt 
previously, but also those to be reviewed. Along with the ideas of students, these topics form 
the substrate for an interactive learning environment. It would be wrong if the students first 
received the following diagram as a finished product.

Circle, 
circumference, 

circular ring

Triangles: 
equilateral, 
right-angled 

isosceles, 
rectangular

Circular parts: 
circle sectors, 

circle segments
Rotation

Inscribed circle, cir-
cumscribed circle

Quadrangle: 
square, 

trapezoid

Percentages 
of fractions

Terms

Proportions, 
Diophantine equations

Irrational numbers

The surface area of the modules (1) and (5) specify that the student update this learning 
environment by themselves in the course of their work and present their results at least in 
the classroom.
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This cluster of topics remains in fresh memory at the beginning of a new school year, as it is 
revised, perhaps even monitored by the students themselves.
The remaining questions on the subject material and the origins of such logos offer new 
suggestions:

 > A visit to a production plant and a graphics company
 > Drafting their own logos on the screen and their production, e.g. on-site class

DAIMLER-CHRYSLER

This new logo should be considered at first in relation to 
the former case under the following aspects to promote 
correlational thinking of our students and keep it active:

 > What elements in the drawing are 
already known from the BMW logo?
“Circumference, circular disk, 
circular ring, concentric circles”
“Segment, radius, diameter”
“Round angle”
“Circle sector, arc of a circle, congruence”
The answer to the question of circle sectors related to the partial areas between two 
vertices of the three-pointed star and the inner circumference handles the main 
characteristics of a circle sector once again. Working with this question gives rise to 
new ideas.

 > What elements occur again?
“Isosceles triangle, obtuse angle”
In contrast to the BMW logo, the DAIMLER logo is provided with three holes.

Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the original questionnaire can be accepted and incorporated 
into the teaching of mathematics through classwork.

Design and symmetry properties with calculations

1. Construct the logo for the inside radius r = 5 cm, the side length s = 4.5 cm and the 
ring thickness b = 0.5 cm.

2. Examine your figure for axial and rotational symmetry. Use a snap fastener and trans-
parencies and a rectangular pocket mirror.

3. The angle at each of the vertices is 8° respectively. Calculate the degree of the obtuse 
angle included by the two adjacent legs.
a. What percentage drop do you get after cutting the partial areas between the star 

and ring?
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Information:

With reference to point 1:
The data given lead to two 
stars: a concave and a convex:

 > • The aesthetic aspect of the two logo versions differing from the original logo are also 
of interest here.
The logo at the top right suggests the spatial representation of a cube with “vanishing 
points” that may be addressed in art class.

The idea of “round becomes angular, and vice versa” delivers for example, the following

Variants
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Just the question of how these figures were created with ruler and compass facili-
tates the students in exploring angles, congruence, similarities, as well as axial and 
rotational symmetry.
These figures also remind of “square, circle sector, circumscribed circle, inscribed 
circle, arc and circle segment”.
New terms such as “rhombus, isosceles trapezoid, circular triangle, regular hexagon” 
become known.

The logo on the bottom right can make you understand the process of measuring 
surface areas:

 > On the one hand, e.g. the inscribed regular hexagon can be filled in with the small 
equilateral triangle next to it:

 > “Measurement” refers to the comparison of a parameter with a unit.
 > A unit of area need not have square shape.
 > The definition of the term “measurement” applies to all possible parameters (length, 
time, temperature, etc.)

 > On the other hand, this hexagon can be filled completely in with a certain number of 
rhombuses:

 > If the unit of area is doubled, then the corresponding measured value of area is 
halved.

 > In general, the following applies: Changing the unit of a parameter by a factor k > 0, 
then the measure will change by the inverse of k.

SIMCA-CHRYSLER

The structures associated with the Daimler logo cannot be overlooked. 
The questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 can be taken from the original questionnaire and related 
tasks in the style of the preceding case can be provided.

Design, construction and symmetry

Besides the previously known technical terms, “regular pentagon and regular polygon” are 
added.

1. Draw the figure.
a. Start with the regular pentagon.
b. Start with the star.

2. Prepare a draft:
a. Draft this logo on the screen, so that the star can be changed in the drag mode.
b. Print out the logo with the star that you like the best.
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Surface area and perimeter of partial areas

1. The side length a5 of the regular pentagon and the height h of an equilateral triangle 
are given.
a. Calculate the surface area of the star as a function of  a 5  and h.
b. Calculate the perimeter of the star as a function of  a 5  and h.

Information

If r is the radius of the circumscribed circle of the regular pentagon, then the following applies:

r =   
 a 5  ___ 
10

    
 
 √
__________

 50+10 
 
 √
__

 5       and    A 5  =   
  a 5  

2 
 ___ 

4
    

 
 √
__________

 25+10  
 
 √
__

 5    

These equations could now be used to construct a pentagon using a compass and ruler on 
the one hand and for instance, to represent sin36°, cos72°, etc. in closed form on the other.

c. At what height of the triangle does the star occupy 30% of the total area A5 of the 
regular pentagon?

d. At what height of the triangle does the area of the star coincide with that of a 
triangle?

2. Supplements
a. Draw the logo if the measure of an interior angle in an equilateral triangle is 108°.
b. Can you draw the pentagram in a broken line? Is it possible to draw the entire logo 

in a broken line?
c. How does the outline of the Ministry of Defence of the USA look like?

3. What is the correlation between the pentagram of the Pythagoras and the pentagram?

The historical significance as a symbol to ward off evil spirits is portrayed for instance, in 
Goethe’s “Faust”:

Mephistopheles: 
How I wish I had confessed! That a small hindrance is stopping me from going 
out of my home for a stroll:
The pentagram on your threshold -

Faust: 
Does the pentagram cause you trouble?
Tell me, son of the hell, how did you manage to 
come in when it stopped you from going out?
How was such a spirit cheated?

Mephistopheles: 
Observe it right! It is not well taken;
The angle that seems to be closed from 
the outside is still open a little bit. 
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 > A small regular pentagon appears inside the pentagram. Besides “rotation”, focus is 
laid on the topics of “similarity” and “dilation centre”.

 > The significance of the pentagram obviously extends far beyond the realm of pure 
mathematics, if you look at the national flags. Exploring the origin and meaning of the 
images in flags would be a possible assignment for the students.
The geometric structures included are in turn appropriate for discussion in mathemat-
ics class.

Particularly interesting are the national flags of
 > Cuba
 > Jordan
 > South Korea
 > Panama
 > Czech Republic

All of those which are composed of stripes also deserve attention.

MITSuBISHI

In addition to the original question-
naire valid also in this case, there is 
the possibility of dealing with corre-
lations and differences between the 
logos discussed already.

The close relationship with the 
Daimler logo is evident. The topics 
of “equilateral triangle” and “rhom-
bus” can be treated in depth.

Design, construction and symmetry and other suggestions

 > Draw this logo as rationally as possible.
 > Geometric surface patterns can be measured in several ways:
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At this point review of the “measurement” topic that has been analysed already in the discus-
sion of the Daimler logo is worth consideration.

Fractal structures that bring back the concept of “similarity” once again to focus can be 
generated:

Triangular fractals can be obtained from both drawings: By folding equilateral triangles to the 
outside and inside respectively.
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 > Some students have already observed that such neon logos rotate on the top of tall 
buildings as an eye-catcher.

In calculating the surface area and volume of the relevant rotating bodies, which are pinned 
together in the centre at a single point, we encounter the terms “circumference, circular disk, 
circular ring” known already.
These are supplemented now by: “Cone, truncated cone, envelope of cone”

The expansion of the original learning environment progresses.
If vertices are rounded off to arcs, similar VARIANTS as those 
recognisable already in the amended DAIMLER logos result:

Besides the calculation of the surface area and perimeter of the two “clover leaves”, fractal 
structures can be reviewed once again.

The MITSUBISHI logo is obviously the logo to the top right.
 > What happens if you continue folding the small equilateral triangles?

Here’s an example:
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RENAuLT

This logo designed by the artist Victor 
Vasarely has the shape of a double-
twisted Möbius strip that has already 
been the subject of many considera-
tions.

The first attempt would result in a wide 
range of activity for the students to un-
derstand geometry using scissors.

The questionnaire serves primarily for consolidating and deepening what has been learned 
so far:

 > Isosceles triangle, rhombus, angle
 > Symmetric structures
 > Surface terms and their transformation
 > Geometric surface patterns

The geometric surface patterns result in figures like
 > Axis mirroring
 > Point reflection
 > Shift
 >

Suggestions and tips for design, construction and analysis of partial areas

1. The rhombus consists of two equilateral triangles with side length of 2.4 cm each.
Distance of a rhombus vertex from the nearest vertex of the hexagon is 1.8 cm 
respectively.
a. Construct the figure.
b. Calculate the perimeter and surface area of the hexagon.

2. Three of these logos for a sample collection are now placed flush with one another, so 
as to form a symmetrical figure.
a. Draw all of the possible versions on a graph paper.
b. Those images that are not point-symmetrical are to be cut out from a rectangular, 5 

mm thick piece of sheet metal, so as to result in as little waste as possible.
 i.   Calculate the dimensions of each sheet to mm accuracy and the waste in 

percentage.
 ii.   By how many kilograms does the waste increase at 1,000 sheets, when the sides 

of a sheet fall out too long by 5 mm? The density of iron is 7.9 g/ cm 3 
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Information
With reference to point 2.a)

This figure leads to four different versions.

With reference to point 2b)
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In general, the following applies:

h = 2 (0,5 a 
 
 √
__

 3   – 0,5 d 
 
 √
__

 3  ) =  
 
 √
__

 3   (a – d)

Let l be the measure of the length and b the measure of the width of the rectangle.

1st case:

 l 1  = 2a + d    b 1  = 1,5h = 1,5 
 
 √
__

 3   (a – d)
  l 1 b 1  = (2a + d) • 1,5 

 
 √
__

 3   (a – d) = 1,5 
 
 √
__

 3   (2 a 2  – 2ad + ad –  d 2 )
 A 1  =  l 1  b 1  = 1,5 

 
 √
__

 3   (2 a 2  – ad –  d 2 )

2nd case:

 l 2  = a + d + 0,5(a – d) = 1,5a + 0,5d    b 2  = 2h = 2 
 
 √
__

 3   (a – d)
 A 2  =  l 2  b 2  = (3a + d) (a – d) 

 
 √
__

 3   =  
 
 √
__

 3  (3 a 2  – 2ad – 1,5 d 2 )

 A 2  –  A 1  = 
 
 √
__

 3  [(3 a 2  – 2ad –  d 2 ) – 3 a 2  – 1,5ad – 1,5 d 2 )] = . . . =  – 0,5d 
 
 √
__

 3   (a – d) < 0,

because a > d applies. The second case is more favourable.

These observations show that the existing cluster of topics can be expanded in scope:
 > Quadratic terms and their transformation
 > The comparison of quadratic terms

Examples of VARIANTS

Each structure is preceded by a re-analysis of the figure, then analogue functions can be 
processed as before.

On both surfaces, elements of the questionnaire can be dealt with once again.
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SuZuKI

While two equilateral triangles at the outside 
were removed from a rhombus in the Renault 
logo, small rhombuses are missing to the left 
and right in this case. Thus, the width of the 
centre piece is set. The students should arrive 
at this concept by themselves and formulate it.

At first working only with equilateral triangles 
is recommended.

Appropriate consideration of this allows revision and practice of the following topics once 
again:

 > Congruence
 > Similarity
 > Measurement process
 > Fraction and percentage calculations
 > Fractional terms and their transformation
 > The solution of quadratic equations
 > Shearing

Suggestions and tips for design, construction and analysis of partial areas

1. Two equilateral triangles with side length s = 6 cm are combined into a rhombus. 
Cutting two congruent rhombuses with side length a = 2 cm from this rhombus results 
in the figure illustrated above.
Calculate the ratio of the centre piece area to the total area.

2. Solve the first problem for s = 6 cm and a = 2.5 cm.

3. Solve the first problem 1 generally as a function of a and b.

4. Enter an integer number couple (a|s) such that the area of the centre piece 3/11 
assumes the total area.

5. Any arbitrary number can be joined together from the figure without leaving any gap.
a. Given s = 6 cm and a = 2 cm, join three of these figures together, such that the 

triangle formed from its centres  M 1 ,  M 2  and  M 3  has an acute angle.
b. Show: The triangle  M 1  M 2  M 3  is equilateral.

6. The Suzuki logo can be generated from a rhombus with the diagonal lengths e = 15 cm 
and f = 20 cm by cutting two rhombuses at the vertices, with a surface area of 24  cm 2  
each.

Calculate the surface area and perimeter of the centre piece.
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With reference to point 5

Figure a)

Figure b)

The following applies:
TB = TQ  and
CT = QD

With reference to point 6
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Examples of VARIANTS

Working with the two drawings below allows access to the following topics
 > Fractions, fractional terms and percentage calculations
 > Extreme values and quadratic equations
 > Similarities, intercept theorem
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